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This is a collection of 15 interactive word find puzzles designed to be played on Kindle. Each word

find is on a different theme.As soon as you find each word just click and it will be highlighted in the

seach grid and struck off the list of words still to be found.Most of the search grids contain 12 hidden

words, although some contain 13. You are told which is which.The different themes are -popular

websitescapital citiesplantsfruitswild animalsgirls namesboys namesgadgets &

gizmossportsbirdsLondon tourist attractionsvarieties of tomatoCaribbean

islandsfestivalsdogsChildren and adults alike will enjoy this wordsearch collection. Please note it will

not work on Kindle for iPhone as the screen is too small to display the search grid.Scroll up and

click the buy button to start playing within moments.
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A word find on a Kindle? Yep, and it actually works decently once you get the hang of it. Basically,



the reader is just finding the words on the screen (the honor system), then when you click to the

next page, they are crossed off (instead of circled) for you. There is no use of the 5-way controller in

finding the word. For that reason, I don't really consider this "interactive", but it is fun just the

same.The puzzles themselves are challenging, with many cases where the word is almost spelled

out to try to trick you. It's easy to cheat by paging ahead, but don't do it! All the words need to be

found in the order they are listed. You can't skip around when you happen to find a different word.

There are only 15 puzzles, so it won't take you long to finish. The only good thing is you can come

back to it in the future and the words won't be circled--you can start searching again.Make sure you

read the instructions first, and if you are like me and have your font a little higher than normal on the

Kindle, change/lower your font size if necessary so everything fits on one page. Also, the 

description says this is "optimized for larger screens". Well, I don't have a large screen Kindle (just

the newest basic model) so the letter grid is a bit small for me.Worth the free download, but I

wouldn't pay for it.

I'm a big fan of Word Find in print form, and I'm so happy to have found it in the Kindle format. I can

just pull the Kindle out, and give my brain a little exercise finding the words when I have a few free

minutes now and then. I also like the fact that I can come back to the same puzzle in a few months

and do it all over again since the screen clears your entries once you finish the puzzle--you can't do

that with a printed Word Find puzzle book. This is great!

You spend time looking for the words and then click on a link that highlights the word for you...it's

based on the honor system. It will highlight it even if you don't find it. It's a waste of time if you like a

challenge. I already removed it from my Kindle Fire...will wait for a REAL word search. I wish I could

have rated this higher, because I LOVE word searches, but I just couldn't in good conscience.

OMGosh this is the coolest thing EVER!!I really wasn't sure what to expect, but honestly it really

works. And it's challenging too. I can't wait to have my kids play this too. They can have

competitions with each other. I am always looking for things to do while I'm waiting for my kids at

swimming lessons, soccer, art classes, etc and this Word Find is absolutely perfect.You have to try

it!

Not what I expected



Maybe this wordfind book works differently on the various Kindles, but I found it annoying that I

couldn't keep the puzzle enlarged on my Kindle Touch. If I changed the font size, it increased the

size of the word list. I did discover a magnifyinger on the puzzle but when you found a word, it went

back to original size. Thus, you had to magnify the puzzle board after each word was found.

This word search is not a very good game. It is kind of a mind game, you spot the word and then

click on the highlight to have the word crossed out. The grid is very small on my Kindle and I could

not resize it. Although it was a free download it is not worth the time to try to learn to play it. I love

games for the Kindle, but this is not one of them.

I was looking for something fun to do with my nephew, and this book was suggested to me. It's

great! And I really like that it's educational--and not a computer game. We took turns for each word,

and it wasn't easy--which made it fun. We also had some good conversations about a lot of the

words that came up. I don't think we've ever talked that much in one sitting. I'm looking forward to

doing more of these.
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